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This paper describes an algorithm for constructing certain important subgroup intersections 
H n K, of a finite soluble group G. The algorithm is applicable if the index of H in G is 
coprime to the index of K in G, or more generally, if each hypereccentric factor of G is covered 
by H or K. If G has composition length n, then the intersection algorithm computes I4 r~ K 
using 0013 logIGI) group multiplications. This intersection algorithm can be applied to 
compute Sylow bases, system normalisers and complements o abelian terms of the lower 
nilpotent series. These structures are particularly useful for constructing the automorphism 
group of G. Intersecting arbitrary subgroups of a finite soluble group is, in general, a difficult 
problem. This is shown by an example where the subgroups H and K of G both avoid an 
eccentric factor of G, and computing H r~ K is equivalent to constructing a discrete logarithm 
in a finite field. However, there are no known polynomial algorithms for constructing discrete 
logarithms. 
1. Introduction and Basic Ideas 
Certain important subgroups of a finite soluble group are defined as the intersection of 
other "known" subgroups. Thus when computing structural information about soluble 
groups, it is frequently useful to be able to construct intersections. For example, one 
approach to constructing the automorphism group of a finite soluble group involves the 
knowledge of a Sylow basis and the corresponding system normaliser (Gerhards & 
Altmann, 1970). Both of these can be constructed by intersecting other easily computed 
subgroups. 
The algorithms presented in the present paper are designed for groups that are 
represented by power-commutator ( pc-) presentations. Such a presentation is obtained 
from a composition series G = G~ ~, . . .  t> G,+I = (1) which refines a normal series 
G = N1 ~-.. .  t> Nr+l = (1) with elementary abelian quotients (Glasby, 1987b). An 
element g of G~ which does not lie in G;+ 1 is said to have weight i, written w(g) = i. Given 
fixed elements 0t 9 9 g, of G where GJG~+ 1 = (gjG~ +t) has order p~, an arbitrary element 
of G may be uniquely represented asa collected word g] l . . ,  g k, with 0 ~< kt < P~. A reader 
who is unfamiliar with the representation f subgroups and quotient groups of G should 
consult he introduction to Glasby (1987b). A subgroup H Of G will be represented by a 
sequence hi . . . . .  h m of elements of H called an induced sequence (of pc-generators) for H 
(relative to G). The quotient groups used in the present paper all have the form G/N~. It is 
important to note that a pc-presentation for G/N~ may be obtained from one for G by 
equating some of the g j" with the identity element. 
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Given an induced sequence of pc-generators for H, the intersections of the form H c~ G; 
are readily determined by inspecting weights. The noncommutative Gauss algorithm 
(abbreviated NCGA--see Laue et al., 1984, p. 108) constructs an induced sequence for H 
given an arbitrary set of generators for H. Indeed, there is an efficient algorithm with 
complexity O(n 3) for constructing H c~ K when K is any subnormal subgroup of G. This 
follows from the fact that when H normalises K, the NCGA may be used to compute 
both HK and H n K. This algorithm is similar to one which uses an augmented matrix 
to compute the sum and intersection of two subspaces of a vector space. When H and K 
are permutation groups of degree d, and H normalises K, then a similar algorithm due to 
Hoffmann (1982, p. 249) may be used to compute H c~ K using O(d 6) group 
multiplications. 
Let G be a group with a pc-presentation which acts on a set ~. If c~ e ~, then an 
algorithm due to C. R. Leedham-Green (Laue et al., 1984) may be used to construct the 
orbit c~ G, and the stabiliser G,. If H and K are subgroups of G, then H acts via right 
multiplication on the right cosets of K in G. The stabiliser in H of the coset K is H n K. 
A more practical algorithm for calculating H (~ K involves reducing the degree of the 
permutation representations by considering a chain G = K 1 > K2 > 9 9 9 > Ks = K of 
subgroups (Laue et al., 1984). When both H and K are maximal in G, then this technique 
is unhelpful. It is shown in section 5 that constructing H c~ K can be difficult when the 
greatest common divisor of the indices [G : HI and IG : KI is large. The present paper 
describes efficient algorithms for calculating many commonly occurring intersections. 
The following definitions will be used in subsequent sections. Let M and N be normal 
subgroups of G, where M contains N. A subgroup H of G is said to cover M/N if 
HN >~ M, and avoid M/N if H n M ~< N. (The words "cover" and "avoid" describe the 
relationship between HN/N and M/N in GIN.) If M/N is a minimal normal subgroup of 
G/N, then M/N is called a chief actor. A chief factor M/N is called eccentric if it is not 
contained in the centre of G/N, and central otherwise. If M/N is not a chief factor, but 
every chief factor K/L  with M >i K > L t> N is eccentric (respectively central), then M/N 
is called hypereceentrie (respectively hypercentral). Note that a subgroup H of a non- 
nilpotent group G may neither cover nor avoid a hypereccentric factor of G. 
2. Examples 
This paper describes two algorithms, the covering algorithm and the avoidance 
algorithm. Both algorithms are concerned with computing H c~ K modulo N~+I, given 
H n K modulo Nl. When H or K covers Ni/N~+ i, the covering algorithm is used. When 
neither H nor K cover the central factor NdN ~+ 1, the avoidance algorithm is used. The 
case when neither H nor K cover an eccentric (or hypereccentric) factor is more complex 
and will be discussed in section 5. 
For the first example, let 
G = <91, g2, 93, 941921 = g~ = 9~ = 924 = 1, [92, g~] = 92, [93, 9I] = 1, 
[g4, gl] = 03, [93, gz] = g4, [g4, g2-1 "= 0394, ]-94, 93"] = t) .  
This group is isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree 4 via a map which takes 
gl, g2, g3 and 9,~ to (2, 4), (2, 3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4) and (1, 2)(3, 4), respectively. Let H be the 
dihedral subgroup (gl,  93, 04), of order 8 and let K be the subgroup (91gzg4, 9293), of 
order 6. The following fact shows that H n K has order 2, If H and K are subgroups of  
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the group G, then IG : H ca KI ~< IG : HI[G : K[ with equality if the indices are coprime 
(Robinson, 1982, p. 14). 
Note that N2 = (g2, g3, g4) is the alternating roup, N3 = (#~, g~> is the Klein 
4-group and N4 = (1). Given h e H and k e K such that hNi = kNi generates H ca K 
modulo N~, h' e H and k' e K will be found such that h'Nt+~ = k'Ni+~. The procedure 
stops when H n K modulo N 4 is calculated. Clearly g in  2 = g~g2g4N 2 generates H n K 
modulo N 2. Since g[ i(g i g2g4)N 3= (g293)N3, g i Nz = (g~ g2g4)(g~#a)-i Nn. By collecting 
commutators it is seen that the element (g~g2g4)(g2ga)-I of K equals glg3. However, 
gtga is an element of H, and hence ~]1~3 generates H ca K. 
For the second example, let 
G = <g~, 02, 03, g,dg~ = 1, 1 <~ i ~ 4, ['02, gz] = 9a, 
Iv3, Oi3 = [04, gt] - IOn, gz] = [,q4, gz] = Ig4, ga-I = 1) 
define a group of order 54 , and let H and K be the subgroups (gl, g~,g-~) and 
(gig 4, g2g], ga), respectively. Let N be the central subgroup (g4) of G. Since H # K and 
H equals K modulo the central subgroup N of order 5, it follows that IH : H ~ KI = 5. 
If h~=gt, h2=g~, k l=gtg~ and ka=g2g ], then h[~ki=g]  and h~tk2=g].  
However, x = 3 solves the congruence 2x- - - -4  (mod 5) and it may be argued that 
h,h~ = klk~. Therefore hlh~, h~ is an induced sequence for H n K. 
There is a strong connection between the avoidance algorithm and an algorithm for 
intersecting the subspaces of a vector space. In the last example, the Frattini subgroups of 
H and K both equal F = (ga). Therefore, computing H c~ K is equivalent to computing 
H/F c~K/F in the elementary abelian group HK/F. The quotient group HK/F may be 
identified with a vector space, and the subgroups H/F and K/F with subspaces. 
3. The Covering and Avoidance Algorithms 
The covering and avoidance algorithms how how to compute H n K modulo N~+l 
given H n K modulo N~. To be more explicit, these algorithms take as input elements 
hx . . . . .  h, of H and k~ . . . . .  k. of K such that h~N~ = kjN~ for 1 ~j  ~ a, and b in  ~ . . . . .  hoN~ 
is an induced sequence for (HNic~KNi)/N~. (Here the obvious definition of "weight" is 
used in G/N~ to define the term "induced sequence".) They both produce as output, 
l / l i ~ k /  elements h i , . . . ,  h~ of H and ki . . . .  , k b of K such that hjNl+t jN~+I, 1 ~<j ~<b, and 
h'l Nt+ 1 . . . . .  h; Nt+ 1 is an induced sequence for (HNt + 1 ca KN~+ 1)/Nl+ 1. 
The covering algorithm uses a simple algorithm for testing element membership (Laue 
et at., 1984; Glasby, 1987b). Given an induced sequence ha . . . .  , hm for a subgroup H and 
an element g of G which lies in H, this algorithm finds integers x~ . . . . .  Xm such that 
g=h~' . . .h~, .  
TIlE COVERING ALGORITHM 
Input: (a) Subgroups H and K of G, such that K covers Nt/Ni+ ~, and 
(b) elements hl, . . . ,  h, of H and k i . . . .  , ka of K, such that hjN~ ~ kjN~, 1 <~ j <~ a, 
and hi Ni . . . . .  haNi is an induced sequence for (HNi ca KN~)/Ni. 
Output: Elements h'~,.. . ,h; of H and k'~,..., k; of K such that h}Nt+l----k)Ni+l, 
1 ~< j ~< b, and h'l Ni + 1 . . . . .  h'bN~ +1 is an induced sequence for 
(HN~+I c~ KN~+I)/N~+t. 
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(1) From an induced sequence for K select all elements k.+l . . . . .  k,., say, which lie in N~ 
but not in N~+ 1. 
(2) From an induced sequence for H select all elements h. § . . . . .  hb, say, which lie in N~ 
but not in Ni§ (As H may not cover NJN~+x, b may be less than c. If H avoids 
N~/N~.~ then a = b.) 
(3) For 1 ~< j ~< b, use the element membership testing algorithm modulo N~+~ to find a 
collected word I s in k.+l . . . . .  k~ such that hsk~ 1 - l s mod N~+~, (This is possible 
because g covers NJN~+ 1.) 
(4) For l~<j~b,  se th)=h sandk)=I rk  s .
The correctness of the covering algorithm is easy to verify. 
THE AVOIDANCE ALGORITHM 
Input: (a) A central factor N~/N~+ 1of prime order p, 
(b) subgroups H and K of G which both avoid Ni/NI+ 1, 
(c) elements h i , . . . ,  h, of H and k 1 . . . . .  k, of K, such that hsN ~ = IcsN~, 1 <<. j <~ a, 
and hi Nt . . . . .  h.N~ is an induced sequence for (HN~ c~ KN~)/Ni, 
(d) an integer I which is maximal subject o hlN~+ 1 ~ ktNi§ 1, and 
(e) a generator gm for G which lies in Nl but not N~§ r 
t t Output: Elements h'l . . . .  ,h'.-1 of H and kl . . . . .  k'.-i of K such that h)N~+~ = ksNi+~, 
1 ~< j,~< a -  1, and where h'lNl+l . . . . .  h'._tNt+ 1 is an induced sequence for 
(HN~+ 1 c~ KN~+ 1)/Nt+ t. 
(1) For 1 ~ j ~< l, find integers as such that 0 ~< a s < p and h s- lk s = ,q~,',[ rood Ni§ 1 . (The 
exponent at, of g,, in the collected word for h~- lk s, may be calculated by subtracting 
the exponent of gm in the collected word for h s from the exponent of g,,, in the collected 
word for ks. )
(2) For 1 4 j  < 1, find integers bj which solve the congruence a~b s = -a :  (mod p). Note 
that at has an inverse modulo p. 
(3) For 1 ~ j < I, set h~ = hsh~s and k~ = ksk~:. 
For l < j ~< a, set hj_l = hs and kj_l = ks. 
Why does h}Ni+l = k)Nl+l for 1 ~<j < l?  The following calculation is performed 
modulo N~+I and uses the fact that g,. is central modulo N~+t: 
ksk~J - ks(h,g~)b: - ks(h~Jg,~bJ ) =_ ks(h~:g,~ a j) - (ksg~"J)h~J - hsh~:" 
This proves the correctness of the avoidance algorithm. It is interesting to note that the 
integer l is frequently small because H'H p -  K 'K  ~ modulo Ni+ I. For if hsN ~ = ksNi, 
1 ~<j ~< 2, then h[Ni+l --- kfNi+ 1 and [hi, hE']Ni+ 1 = [k l ,  k2]Nf+ 1. 
For a nilpotent group G, the normal series G = N1 ~- 9 9 l> Air+ ~ = (1) may be chosen 
so that each factor NtN~+ 1 is central and of prime order. In this case, any two subgroups 
H and K of G can be intersected by using a combination of the covering and avoidance 
algorithms. The ensuing intersection algorithm is conceptually simpler than C. R. 
Leedham-Green's intersection algorithm for finite p-groups (Laue et al., 1984, p. 121), 
although the algorithms perform similar calculations. It should be noted that Leedham- 
Green's algorithm is similar to the subspace intersection algorithm which involves row 
reduction of a certain augmented matrix. 
The difficulty with soluble groups is that the quotient groups Ni/Nt+ 1, may be large 
elementary abelian groups, and it is no longer true that each subgroup H of G either 
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covers or avoids each factor Nt/Ni+~. By synthesising the covering algorithm with the 
avoidance algorithm and the orbit-stabiliser algorithm, it is possible to obtain a general 
purpose intersection algorithm for soluble groups. 
4. Applications of the Covering Algorithm 
Intersections of the type H n K, where the indices IG : HI and [G : KJ are coprime, are 
very important in the theory of soluble groups. This importance stems, in part, from the 
formula IG : H c~ KI = [G : HIIG : K[ which holds in this case. The covering algorithm can 
be used to compute this intersection because ach factor N~/N/+I is covered by H or K. (If 
[Ni: Ni+z] is a power of the prime p, and H does not cover N]NI+I, then p divides [G: HI, 
and hence K covers N//N/+ 1. Conversely, if K does not cover N~/N/+ 1 then H does. This 
argument works equally well if the groups Ni/N/§ 1 are p-groups.) 
Before presenting some applications of the covering algorithm, some definitions 
involving "coprime intersections" are reviewed. Let G be a soluble group of order 
P'I' 9 9 9 P~" where the p/are distinct primes. A subgroup Hi of index PT' in G is called a 
Sylow p/-eomplement. A sequence H1 . . . . .  H~ of Sylow p~-complements is called a 
complement basis for G. (Although some authors use the term complement system, the 
consistent nomenclature of Hawkes (1984) will be used here.) Since the indices [G : Hj[, 
1 ~< j ~< s, are pairwise relatively coprime, Pi = ~ Hj is a Sylow p/-subgroup of G for 
1 -N< i ~< s. Furthermore, PtPj = PjPt is a subgroup of order p~'p~J if i r j. The sequence 
P1 . . . . .  Ps is called a Sylow basis for G. 
Associated with every complement basis is a subgroup 
i=1 1=1 
called a system normaliser. If K1 . . . . .  Kt is a complement basis for a normal subgroup N 
of G, then the subgroup (t) N~(K/) is called a relative system normaliser of N in G. Note 
1=1 
that the indices IG:N~(Ki) I are pairwise relatively coprime because IG:NG(K/)I divides 
IN : K/I. Efficient algorithms for constructing the subgroups Hi, No(H~) and No(KI) are 
described in Glasby (1987b). These algorithms can be used in conjunction with the 
covering algorithm to provide efficient algorithms for constructing Sylow bases, system 
normalisers and relative system normalisers. 
Hall (1937) showed that every system normaliser of G covers each hypercentral factor 
of G, and avoids each hypereccentric factor. This result is crucially important to a 
construction theory of soluble groups developed by Hall (1940) in which every non- 
nilpotent finite soluble group is realised as a partially complemented extension ofa relative 
system normaliser. Furthermore, it suggests a method for testing whether two soluble 
groups are isomorphic. Gerhards & Altmann (1970) also realised the importance of Sylow 
bases and system normalisers to the construction of automorphism groups. Before the 
present paper, however, Sylow bases and system normalisers were inefficiently computed 
by searching the lattice of subgroups of G. 
At first sight, it appears that s(s-2)  intersections are necessary to construct a Sylow 
basis from a complement basis (that is, s -2  intersections for each Sylow p-subgroup). 
i -1 (~ 
However, P /= L/c~ R t where L,. = 0 Hj and R~ = Hi. Therefore a Sylow basis can 
j= I j=/+l  
be constructed from a complement basis using 3(s-2) intersections. 
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Carter (1961) observed that relative system normalisers arise as complements o abelian 
terms of the lower nilpotent (or Loewy) series. Therefore the covering algorithm is also 
useful for constructing certain complements. The reader should note that system 
normalisers and relative system normalisers can also be computed without constructing 
intersections (Glasby, 1987a,b). 
5. Performance and Complexity 
The covering algorithm has been implemented in FORTRAN, and forms part of the 
standard function library for the group theory system CAYLEY (Cannon, 1982). The 
performance of the covering algorithm is encouraging. Some run-time statistics, obtained 
using a VAX 11/780, are shown in Table 1 below. The groups used in the table are listed 
below: 
(a) (S,~ wr $4) wr S 4 of order 263321, 
(b) (($3 wr $3) wr $3) wr S 3 of order 24~ 4~ 
(c) a group of order 211312 with derived length 9, and 
(d) ((C~ wr C5) wr C3) wr C2 of order 2132567 3~ 
The subgroups H and K of G were obtained by intersecting Hall re-subgroups with 
normalisers of Hall E-subgroups. The pc-presentations for the above groups had short 
relations. The timings in Table 1 were typically 10~o slower when pc-presentations with 
long relations were used. The symbol r denotes the length of the normal series 
G = N t t> . . .  t> Nr+ t =. (1) for G. 
It is now shown that the problem of constructing (HNt+~ n KN~+I ) /N i+t  from 
(HNi  c~ KNt ) /N ,  when both H and K avoid the eccentric factor NiNe.  1, is at least as 
difficult as the problem of constructing discrete logarithms. The discrete logarithm 
problem is described below. 
The non-zero elements of a finite field F of order p' form a cyclic group, generated by y, 
say. A non-zero element z of F may be written as z = yt where 0 ~< i < p~- 1, or as 
z = ao +at  y+ 9 9 +a~_t y~-~, where 0 ~< a; < p, and not all the aj are zero. The integer i 
is called the discrete logarithm (base y) of z. Given a non-zero element 
z = ao+at  y+ 9 9 9 +a~- i  y~- l ,  the problem of finding an integer i such that z = yi is 
known as the discrete logarithm problem (Coppersmith, 1984). For large values of r, 
discrete logarithms are difficult to construct. 
Table 1. Running times for the coprime intersection algorithm 
IGI Inl IKI JH c~ gl t (see) r 
263321 
263321 
211312 
211312 
24o34o 
240340 
2t325673o 
213256730 
21325673o 
2132567 ao
213z5~7zo 
2~325673o 
263 321 1 0'30 9 
263 27321 27 2'55 9 
2 II 3 lz l 0"11 9 
211 2a3 x2 23 0'31 9 
240 340 1 0'29 8 
24o 24340 24 1"37 8 
32 2156730 1 0"10 4 
213156730 21325173~ 213151730 1"37 4 
2131517 a~ 2~325671 213a5171 0"53 4 
213~567 z 213252730 2t315273 0'62 4 
2131567 ~~ 3256 315 ~ 0.37 4 
213z5~7 I~ 21315673o 2131527 t~ 0"86 4 
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Let G = XYZ be the group of order r (2 ' -1 )2  ~ considered by Glasby (1987b). Let 
H = X Y be a complement to Z and let K = H" be a different complement.  Then,  using 
previously establ ished notat ion, the intersection H c~ K equals (xy~), where - i  is the 
discrete logarithm base y of z. This intersection is very hard to construct because H and K 
are maximal subgroups of G, and IG : HI = IG : K] = 2 *. Note  that both H and K avoid 
the eccentric factor Z/ ( l  ) of G. 
I am grateful to Dr J. J. Cannon for his help and guidance and to Dr D. E. Taylor for his useful 
comments regarding the covering algorithm. 
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